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Abstract— Autonomous robots have achieved high levels of
performance and reliability at specific tasks. However it is
important for a robot agent to be able to adapt to the new
environment and learn varying tasks. In Reinforcement
learning agent learns by interacting with the environment
and gathering data. Therefore learning different tasks in
isolation can be very expensive for a physical agent both in
terms of computation and actual physical cost of the Robot.
Transfer learning can be used in such cases to learn in
simulated environment and using the learned knowledge
on actual physical robot to avoid damage as well as to
speed up vanilla RL algorithms. This report focuses on
understanding transfer learning problem in reinforcement
learning domain and applying it to robot navigation task.

I. INTRODUCTION

Robot agents need to be able to learn from their experi-
ence, both in order to deal with changing environments
and to adapt to new problems. Reinforcement learning
paradigm is popular for such agents. Several methods
aim at improving learning by introducing additional
knowledge into the exploration choices. This report stud-
ies few central ideas of transfer learning and demonstrate
how it can aid in learning process. A policy reuse
method is used in the project as transfer method where
state action values are used as knowledge transfer from
previously learned task. The project also demonstrate
working of PRQ- algorithm on robot navigation task
where new policy is learned from set of older policies.
Evaluation metrics for transfer learning are also studied
in the report and results are evaluated using two of these
metrics.

II. RELATED WORK

Many methods are proposed for knowledge transfer
using different aspects for transfer learning. Some trans-
fer knowledge between task by initializing state action
values of new task using previously learned action
values.[4,5]. Many other algorithm focus on source task
to target task mapping [6,7]

III. MAZE NAVIGATION TASK

Finding a path in unknown environment is classic
problem in Robotics. For the course of simplicity and
to visualize the working and results of the reinforcement
learning algorithm the optimal path finding problem
is simplified. In the experiment the world is NxM
grid with agent allowed for discrete actions - moving
{U p,Down,Le f t,Right.} Agent begins at start location
and receives a reward of 100 upon reaching the goal.
For every step that agents takes it receives a negative
reward of −1 and if while traveling the agents bumps
into the wall it receives the negative reward of −100
and stays at its own location.

There are many ways by which source and target task
differ in transfer learning problem. This has significant
impact on abilities of transfer algorithm. For the project
two problems are taken into consideration-

• When the goal location is different in the target task
than source task.

• Location of the walls in the target task are different
than the source task.

IV. WHAT CAN BE TRANSFERRED

The transfer learning methods are classified on the basis
of type and level of knowledge transfer. There can be
lower level knowledge transfer like < s,a,s′,r > in-
stances, policies, action-value functions or the complete
model. There can also be higher level knowledge transfer
like partial policies eg. options [9] such as options or
reward shaping.
The project focuses on lower level knowledge transfer
which can be directly used by the agent in target task
to fully define initial policy.

V. TRANSFER LEARNING ALGORITHM

Fernandez and Veloso [1] proposed a method called as
Probabilistic Policy Reuse in 2006 which can be used
in the maze task where the goal location in target task



is different than the source task. The algorithm uses Q-
learning as its base reinforcement learning algorithm to
learn the source task. Both Q- learning and Policy reuse
are described in following sections.

A. Q - Learning

Q- learning is off-policy TD control algorithm [8] de-
fined by following update rule:

Q(st ,at)←Q(st ,at)+α[Rt+1+γ max
a

Q(st+1,a)−Q(st ,at)]

(1)

B. Policy Reuse

In reinforcement learning a Markov Decision process
is defined as tuple < S,A,R,T > where S is set of
states, A is set of action R is stochastic reward function
R : SxA ⇒ Real Value, T is stochastic state transition
function, T : SxAxA⇒ Rea value. In addition to above
formalism for the transfer problem, task specific reward
function is introduced. A domain D is characterized
by tuple < S,A,T > task is defines by Ω as tuple
< D,RΩ > where RΩ is stochastic reward function for
that task.

In a transfer problem we are given a target task Ω to be
solved, i.e we want to learn π∗

Ω
and there is an oracle

which returns best matching old policy πold the π-reuse
exploration strategy gives the algorithm to use πold to
best learn the optimal policy on the target task.

The learned policy πold is learned using direct using
direct RL method, like Q learning. The goal of π−reuse
is to balance random exploration, exploitation of new
policy and exploitation of old policy. This is done using
the following equation.

a =

{
πold(s), w/prob.ψ
ε−greedy(πnew(s)), w/prob.(1−ψ)

The π-reuse strategy follows the past policy with prob-
ability ψ and it exploits the new policy with probability
1− ψ . It exploits the new policy using ε − greddy
strategy. The following shows the algorithm to learn new
policy using π-reuse. The procedure gets input πpast
runs for K number of episodes with H maximum steps
per episode. The episode also ends if the agent reaches
the goal.

Algorithm 1 π− reuse(πpast ,K,H,ψ ,v)

Initialize Q(s,a)πnew = 0 ∀s ∈ S,∀a ∈ A
For k=0 to K-1

Set the initial state s, randomly.
Set ψ1← ψ

for h = 1 to H
With Probability of ψh,a = πpast(s)

With Probability of 1 − ψh,a = ε −
greedy(πnew(s))

Receive the next state s’ and reward rk,h
Update Qπ

new using Q-learning update rule
from equation 1

Set ψh+1← ψhv
s ← s’

W = 1
k ∑

K
k=0 ∑

H
h=0 γhrk,h

Return W, Qπ
new(s,a) and Πnew

VI. LEARNING FROM POLICY LIBRARY

The π− reuse algorithm assumes that there is an oracle
which returns the best matching policy from library of
policy to be used. This is done using similarity measures
between the policies. For the two problem studied in the
project this can be done using using two different ways.

• For the problem where the wall location of target
task is different than source task, the best old policy
would be the one which is learned in environment
which is closely represented as target task. Meaning
the wall position of the source task is similar to
target task. Here domain level advice can be used
to make selection decision about the best old policy
to be used.

• For the problem where goal location is different
in target task than source task, policy selection
function can be used which can be learned online
while learning the new policy.

A. Exploiting Domain Knowledge

As described earlier for the problem where the wall
location of target task is different than source task
domain level advice can be used to select best old policy.
In the Navigation task the world can be represented
as grid which each grid having probability of being
occupied or unoccupied [3]. This grid-map is given to
robot as a gray scale image with while in grey image
shows unoccupied space and black shows occupied
spaces and gray area unexplored territory as shown in
the Figure 1. If source policies are learned over such
images of maze, the policy which learned on image



Fig. 1: Willow garage grid map

Fig. 2: π− reuse results with one policy

with similar black white and gray area to target task
will perform best while reuse. Therefore best policy can
be selected using image similarity measures like Mean
Squared Error method over pixel values. Choose the
policy learned on the environment which minimizes the
MSE value in following equation.

MSE = 1/mn
m−1

∑
i=0

n−1

∑
j=0

[Target(i, j)−Source(i, j)] (2)

For the toy-world used in project if the target world is
given by Figure 2 and other worlds are in Figure 3a 3b
3c the policy learned on world Figure 3a is chosen for
reuse.

B. PRQ - Learning Algorithm

When we have policy library two main questions to
needed to be answered are: (1) Given a set of policy

(a) Source 1 (b) Source 2

(c) Source 3

Fig. 3: Source Tasks

which policy is exploited? (2) Once the policy is chosen
what exploration and exploitation policy should be
followed? To answer first question a similarity function
between policies is defined.

Definition Given a policy πi that solves a task Ωi =<
D,Ri > and a new task Ω =< D,RΩ >, the Reuse gain
of the policy πi on the task Ω, Wi is gain obtained
when applying the π − reuse exploration strategy with
the policy πi to learn policy π . The most useful policy
to reuse πk then is which maximizes this gain.

πk = argπi max(Wi), i = 1, .....n (3)

This can be found online using PRQ-Algorithm. In PRQ
algorithm, let Wi be the Reuse Gain of the policy policy
πi on the task Ω, τ be the temperature parameter and
δτ be the decay parameter. A softmax strategy defined
by using W value given by equation 4 can we used to
select policy.

P(π j) =
eτW j

∑
n
p=0 eWp

(4)

The policy from the library are selected using the
probability obtained from above equation. Algorithm for
PRQ-Learning is given below:



Algorithm 2 π− reuse(πpast,K,H,ψ ,v)

Initialize Q(s,a) = 0
Initialize Wi = 0
Initialize the number of time a particular policy i is
chosen Ui = 0
For k = 1 to K do

Choose a policy using the probability given by
equation 4.

Execute the learning episode using policy cho-
sen πk. Update the new action value function Qπ

new
and observe reward R.

Set Wk =
WkUk+R

Uk+1
Set Uk =Uk +1
Set τ = τ +δτ

VII. EVALUTION METRIC

There are many metrics to measure the benefits of
transfer in the target task.

1) The jumpstart is the difference in initial per-
formance of an agent using transfer, relative to
learning without transfer.

2) The asymptotic performance (i.e., the agents
final learned performance) may be changed via
transfer.

3) The total reward accumulated by an agent (i.e.,
the area under the learning curve) may differ
if it uses transfer, compared to learning without
transfer.

4) The transfer ratio is defined as the total reward
accumulated by the transfer learner divided by
the total reward accumulated by the non-transfer
learner

5) The time to threshold measures the learning time
(or samples) needed by the agent to achieve a pre-
specified performance level.

The results obtained by the project shows jump-start
and asymptotic performance as in Figure 4 5

Parameters for Q - learning were as follows: α = 0.05
γ = 0.95 ε = 0.05 Number of episode K = 1000 and
max number of steps per episode H = 2000
Additional parameters for π − reuse were as follows:
ψinitial = 1 at every step it was multiplied by v = 0.95
Additional parameters for PRQ were as follows: Initial
Temperature parameter τ = 1 and decay parameter δτ =
0.05

Fig. 4: π− reuse results with one policy

Fig. 5: PRQ algorithm Results

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

Transfer learning paired with reinforcement learning
shows significant improvement in the task of learning
optimal policy. It can be used when a robot agent
interacts with dynamic environment which changes with
time. Past learned knowledge can aid to better and faster
learning of robot agent in such scenarios. Many other
approaches can be used for knowledge representation
and transfer to improve result qualities.
PRQ algorithm allows to probabilistically bias explo-
ration learning process. It can further improved to reuse
across different representational frameworks. Its can also
be expanded over multiple agents.
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